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ROAD SHOWER 4 -- SHOWER ANYWHERE!

Now anyone can deploy or retrieve a pontoon
boarding ramp with just the push of a button.
Dockside or rear entry. Financing is available.
$5500 - $7000. From dishon-ezdesign.com.

Now you can have instant and easy access to pressurized water wherever you go without the hassle
of propane, pumps, or long set up times. $499 at
yakima.com/roadshower.

05. Tailgater Tire Table

06. Tentsile T Mini Hammock

The steel, powder coated, tire mounted table is level,
stable, VERY accessible and weighs less than 13 pounds.
$139.95 from tailgatertiretable.com.

Two person hammock stretches out flat so you’re not going to get stuck trying to get out. It provides unprecedented safety and stability. $159.95 from tenstile.com.

07. StarSense Explorer LT-80AZ

08. Mulibex CAPRA ® Chair System

The StarSense Explorer telescope makes navigating the
skies as simple as dock, launch and observe. Lowered lens
for easy seated viewing. $179.95 at celestron.com.

Ultralight, collapsible, 500lb payload, convertible chair
frame, with interchangeable seat options and an adaptive
carry bag. Starting at $269 from mulibex.com.

09. Go Anywhere Toilet Kit ®

10. Beach Trax Terrain Access Mats

The most sanitary, safe, environmentally-friendly, portable toilet solution available. Comes with toilet paper and
hand sanitizer. $32 case of 12 from cleanwaste.com.

Just unfold to create access over outdoor terrain. Removable hinges allow path customization. Portable and easily
transported. $69 from accesstraxsd.com.

01. ExtremeMist

02. Auto-Brella

03. Pop Up Fire Pit

04. Spot My UV
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SELF DEPLOYING PONTOON BOAT RAMP

